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Not without my 
family! 

Arist Dethleffs invents caravanning in 1931
Arist Dethleffs invents the first “Wohnauto” (original camper) because he wanted to always have his family by his side when he went on 
business trips. This camper inspired a whole new type of holiday. The horsewhip and ski pole maker’s innovation is a pioneering achieve-
ment in a success story that continues to be written to this day.

The idea goes into production
No matter where the Dethleffs family head in their caravan, 
curious people surround the vehicle. The prototype whips 
up a lot of interest and gains more and more fans. The idea 
becomes a company, the company becomes a whole leisure 
and holiday industry.

“ ARIST DETHLEFFS TURNED AN IDEA INTO 
A MOVEMENT. HIS PIONEERING SPIRIT 
LIVES ON AT DETHLEFFS AND HAS SINCE 
THRILLED MILLIONS.” 

Alexander Leopold 
President 

2   HISTORY / EXPERTISE

90 years of experience, 
reliability & service

Heading into the future with a pioneering spirit

Welcome to the Dethleffs 
feeling
A Dethleffs recreational vehicle feels good 
from the very first moment. Because 
the quality and price of our products are 
just right. With a service team who do 
everything to ensure our customers have 
sensational holiday experiences on the 
road. And a product range that offers the 
right vehicle for every life situation and 
every need.

Our plant in Isny im Allgäu is one of the most 
cutting-edge production sites for recreational 
vehicles throughout Europe and has always been 
committed to the highest quality standards. More 
than 55,000 camper vans have been developed 
and produced here over the past 17 years.

More than 90 caravan and 
motorhome models for 
unique holiday moments on 
the road.

30 ha
Cutting-edge 

production site
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The first 
camper van 
from Dethleffs.
Our world premiere: Dethleffs is proud to present its 
first camper van under its own brand. Over the past 17 
years, more than 55,000 urban campers and camper 
vans have been designed, developed and built at the 
Isny site. Now it’s time for our own.

So Dethleffs has put its many years of experience to 
good use and constructed a camper van that will wow 
you with its sophisticated details, a modern ambiance 
and an extensive range of features in the 90 Years 
package – all, of course, in the usual Dethleffs quality. 

You can trust in the shared expertise of 90 years of 
recreational vehicle construction and look forward to 
the first Dethleffs camper van.
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Our special-edition launch mo del 
with the 90 Years Package.
The large awning creates a shady spot. 
And the awning light a cosy ambiance.

Cable pre-wiring for solar modules, rear-
view camera, TV and satellite connection

Black alloy wheels add a sporty 
touch to your Globetrail. 

Luxurious equipment in the driver’s cab 
as well: leather steering wheel, captains 
chair with arm rests, etc. 

Radiator grille painted in high-gloss black

Bumpers painted in vehicle colour

90 l fuel tank
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Cooking (almost) as you would at home. Optimum use of the space and 
surfaces. The large fridge is easy to access from inside and outside of 
the vehicle thanks to the door, which has an opening angle of 180°.

Indirect lighting creates light in the drawer and creates a warm 
ambiance at the same time.

When Dethleffs builds a camper van, you can trust in the quality, ambiance and sophisticated solutions. 
And is it really any wonder? As camping is life for our designers, who know exactly what you want and need.

LIVING & COOKING   98   LIVING & COOKING

L IV ING & COOK ING

Your living room on the road.

High-quality materials, tasteful colour schemes and exquisite work-
manship make the Globetrail a genuine Dethleffs vehicle. 
The flush-fitting windows are included in the 90 Years edition.

The overhead lockers offer plenty of room for your equipment.
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10   BATHROOM & SLEEPING

If you’re on the road, you want to take all your home comforts with you. The optimum use of space and high-quality materials 
ensure genuine feel-good moments on holiday. 

BATHROOM & SLEEP ING

At home on the road.

The bathroom impresses users with its extra-wide roller door, 
which conveys an impressive sense of space. 

Double bed and lounger in one. Of course with a foldable bed 
frame. The indirect lighting from the overhead lockers creates a 
pleasant ambiance.

The standard overhead lockers above the rear doors create 
additional storage space and have indirect lighting.

BATHROOM & SLEEPING  11



Dethleffs 
Globetrail.
Your very own 
“Wohnauto”.
The Dethleffs Globetrail is more than just a converted 
panel van. It is your “Wohnauto”, a place for you to live 
on the road. Sophisticated details show you day in, day 
out, that our designers know how to optimise the use 
of space to create space to live.
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Lashing rings which come as standard, ensure safe transport.  
They can even help you transport washing machines, if need be. 

Devours a lot: the 84-l-fridge with 3* freezer compartment

There’s even room for storage in the step.

Creates a pleasant and safe ambiance: 
the indirect step lighting also acts as an entrance light.

Like no other: the sliding drawer provides 
plenty of space for small items.

Sockets for Schuko plugs and USB connections

You can see the 17 years of experience in constructing camper 
vans in the little details. The Dethleffs engineers really do know 
what matters.

H IGHL IGHTS

The difference is in 
the details.

The single beds can be folded up separately. 
This creates additional storage space.

Integrated wardrobes help to keep things tidy 
and protect your outfit.

Spacious, handle-free push-to-open drawers 
safely store all cooking utensils.
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If you’re on the 
road, you need 
to feel safe.
Well over 300 Dethleffs dealerships can be by your side 
with professional advice and expert help in the unlikely 
event of a worst-case scenario. And the spare parts service 
can ensure that the right spare parts are delivered to the 
right place overnight. 

Dethleffs customers have appreciated this outstanding 
service for decades. After all, we’ve always taken customer 
service literally.
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Mosquito net for the rear doors. Keeps out 
uninvited visitors for good.

The telescopic ladder’s gecko feet ensure stability 
and make it easier to use the ladder outside 
(feet sold separately).

Sun protection screen for the windscreen and side windows

Dethleffs Multimedia package: ZENEC Z-E3766EHG 
sat nav incl. navigational software for camper vans 
and a suitable rear-view camera.

You can find even more accessories for your Globetrail online at 
www.dethleffs-original-zubehoer.com/en/

ACCESSORIES

Would you like 
some more?

ACCESSORIES   1918   ACCESSORIES

Thermal insulation for the rear doors. Lets the heat in 
and keeps the cold out. Or the other way around.

The cab floor mat is the perfect fit and creates 
a pleasant, feel-good ambiance.

The dashboard insulation mat protects the dashboard from 
damaging UV rays in summer and retains heat in winter.

18“ alloy wheels painted in high-gloss black give 
your Globetrail a personal touch.

The waste pipe set avoids tiresome manoeuvring 
when disposing of waste.

Dethleffs Original Accessories offers clever camping gadgets 
and the perfect accessories for your Globetrail. Tailor your 
vehicle to suit your personal needs so that you always feel at 
home on the road.
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White (standard)

Artense Grey

Lanzarote Grey

Brilliant Black Metallic

Campovolo Grey

Furniture décor 90-year edition wheels

  
Camino upholstery

Two-tone upholstery

Description 600 640
Engine
Basic engine 2.2 Mjet 2.2 Mjet

Power 120 HP (88 kW) 120 HP (88 kW)

Emissions standard Euro 6d-final Euro 6d-final

Dimensions
Vehicle length 599 cm 639 cm

Vehicle width  205 cm 205 cm

Vehicle height 265 cm 265 cm

Interior height 190 cm 190 cm

Mass in running order 2,820 kg  2,970 kg

Load 680 kg 530 kg

Technically permissible maximum laden mass 3,500 kg 3,500 kg 

Wheel base 404 cm 404 cm

Maximum number of passengers 4 4

Sleeping berths 2 (3 as an optional extra) 2 (3 as an optional extra)

Sleeping area rear (Length x width) 197 x 157 / 140 cm 195 / 179 x 197 cm

Sleeping area center (Length x width) 188 x 88 cm 188 x 88 cm

Heating Combi 4 Combi 4

Towing capacity braked / unbraked 2,500 kg/750 kg 2,500 kg/750 kg

Tyres 215/70R15CP 215/70R15CP

Features
Fresh water tank 100 l 100 l

Waste water tank 90 l 90 l

Fridge 84 l 84 l

Battery capacity 95 Ah 95 Ah

Number of 12 V sockets 1 1

Number of 230 V sockets 2 2

Number of USB connections 4 4
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Basic vehicle

Fiat Ducato 8 (2022) 2.2 Mjet, 88 kW (120 HP), EURO 6d-final emissions standard

Daytime running lights

Driver and passenger airbags

ABS, ESP incl. ASR and HillHolder

Electric windows

Central locking of driver’s cab with wireless remote control

On-board computer with external temperature display

Anti-lock disc brakes, front- and rear-axle stabiliser, convection heating, rev counter, 
power steering, height-adjustable headlights, anti-theft device

Tablet holder and USB socket

Swivelling driver/front passenger seat in the upholstery fabric; 
height and tilt adjustment for driver seat

Fiat Ducato driver’s cab air-conditioning

Exterior mirrors that can be electrically adjusted and heated

Cruise control

Body

Camino upholstery

7-year leak warranty

Flush-fitting windows in rear doors (incl. blind)

Midi Heki skylight 700x500 mm above the dinette with flyscreen and blackout blinds

Mini Heki skylight 400x400 mm in the rear area with flyscreen and blackout blinds

Rear storage space with 4 built-in lashing eyes

Electric entrance step

Privacy blind in the windscreen

Flyscreen door

Heating / gas

Gas bottle locker for 2 x 11 kg gas bottles   

Combi 4 gas heating   

Standard control panel for CP classic heating, analogue  

Accessible gas shut-off valve in a central position (in the bed area)  

On-board technology

Isofix for 1 seat

Flexible light strip, surface-mounted spotlight can be positioned anywhere

Illuminated dinette platform

High-performance, maintenance-free leisure battery (95 Ah)

On-board control panel indicating all levels and battery capacities

Electric charger for leisure and vehicle battery 12 V / 18 A (trickle charging)

CEE external output socket for 230V with safety device

Sockets in the living area
1 x 230 V in the kitchen
1 x 230 V in the lounge
1 x double USB in the rear overhead locker

Light switches ideally positioned in the vehicle, including by the entrance

Kitchen

Ergonomic kitchen layout with large worktop

Spacious drawers with Servosoft close

Two-burner stove / and sink combination with electric ignition

Water tank 100 l, waste water tank 90 l

Compressor fridge 84 l

LED light tube

Bathroom 

Built-in wash basin

Large storage compartments

Skylight with integrated insect roller blind

Shower facilities (pull-out shower head, shower curtain with magnets, guide rails, shower 
head holder, clothes hooks)

Cassette toilet

Comfort

Partition panel incl. step for rear double bed (steps in the 640)

Comfortable lounge

Dinette platform with built-in storage space

Rear bed with foldable bed frame

Ergonomically shaped upholstery for more comfort

Large storage spaces and shelving options

Sliding drawer in the rear with plenty of space for small items

Standard features in the basic vehicle Anniversary equipment         Years Package
Special-edition anniversary features 
(included in the base price)

600 640

2.2 l/120 HP with weight upgrade to 3.5 t  

16-inch alloy wheels  

90 l diesel tank  

Bumpers painted in vehicle colour  

High-gloss black radiator grille  

Black skid plate  

Leather steering wheel and gear knob, Techno Trim  

LED daytime running lights  

Headlight frame, black  

Awning light  

Awning  

Double-glazed flush-fitting windows with flyscreen and 
blackout blinds in the kitchen and lounge  

Captain seat incl. 2 armrests; height-adjustable front passenger seat  

Rear right opening window, window in the bathroom  

DAB roof aerial with speakers, pre-wiring for solar modules and TV, 
satellite connection, TV bracket  

Cable pre-wiring for rear-view camera  

Overhead lockers with indirect lighting  

Swivel table  

Double USB socket in the front left  
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Code 600
Engine variants
Fiat Ducato Mjet 120 HP, 3.5 t 12051 90 Years Package
Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t 12052 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12053 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t 12054 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12055 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t 12056 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12057 

Code 640
Engine variants
Fiat Ducato Mjet 120 HP, 3.5 t 12064 Standard
Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t 12065 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12066 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t 12067 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12068 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t 12069 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12070 

Code 640 Maxi
Engine variants
Fiat Ducato Mjet 120 HP, 3.5 t – –
Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t 12071 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 140 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12072 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t 12073 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 160 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12074 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t 12075 

Fiat Ducato Mjet 180 HP, 3.5 t / automatic transmission 12076 

Extra weight (kg) Code 600 640
Exterior colours
Exterior colour white – – Standard Standard
Lanzarote grey 2.5 12084  

Artense grey 2.5 12734  

Campovolo grey 2.5 9741  

Black metallic 2.5 1333  

Chassis specifications
Electrical parking brake 12098  

Safety Package (Emergency Brake Assist with pedestrian and cyclist detec-
tion, Lane Keep Assist, Rain and Twilight Sensor, Traffic Sign Recognition, 
automatic dimming, adaptive intelligent cruise control, Intelligent Speed 
Assist, Attention Assist)

12110  

Fog lights 2 12097  

Cab automatic climate control 18 1310  

 Options    – Not possible
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Extra weight (kg) Code 600 640
Onboard technology
2nd battery 95 Ah 27 830  

Automatic gas bottle switchover incl. crash sensor 2 1577  

Accessories/Highlights (please order directly through Dethleffs Original Accessories (DOZ)) 

Borbet light weight alloy wheel set 18“ incl. front and rear fender flares 
and Dethleffs wheel cap – –  

Cab carpet – –  

Mosquito net for rear doors – –  

Thermal insulation (hinged) for rear doors – –  

Dashboard and footwell insulation – –  

Sun protection matt – –  

Thermal window mat (external insulation) – –  

Extra bed for children (driver‘s cab) – –  

Multimedia package/navigation device and rear view camera DOZ 
(enclosed loosely) – 8091, 6355  

Extra weight (kg) Code 600 640
Chassis specifications
Trailer hitch removable 40 9198  

Steering wheel remote control for radio 0.4 1453  

Blind Spot Assist & Cross Motion Detection 1 10737  

Parking assistance (parking sensors rear) 0.8 053  

Wireless phone carger – 12101  

230 V power socket in the console – 12102  

Defrosting Plus: heatable wind screen and electrically adjustable and 
heated exterior mirrors – 12103  

360° Active Park Assistent – 12115  

LED headlights with swinging turn signal, LED low beam and high beam, 
LED daytime running lights – 12089  

Digital package (rear view camera, digital cockpit and 10“ 
radio NAVI touchscreen HD colour display) – –  

Body
Additional window (opening window in rear area in the left side wall) 5 354  

Interior
Guest bed lateral in living area 9 1944  

Model Year 22

 Options    – Not possible
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Technical changes and errors excepted.
The illustrations in this catalogue partly show decorative ele-
ments which are not included in the scope of delivery as well 
as special equipment and accessories for which additional costs 
may be incurred. Information on technology, equipment and 
prices is available from your Dethleffs dealer. Colour deviations 
are possible due to printing.

Mass in running order according to VO (EU) 1230/2012 includes 
the unladen weight of the vehicle (tare weight of the vehicle 
including driver (75 kg) and fuel tank filled to 90 %) and the 
following basic equipment: filled water tank (with reduced 
water tank volume for driving, see technical data), a 100 % 
filled aluminum gas bottle with 11 kg filling and a cable drum.

The technically permissible total mass and the axle loads may 
not be be exceeded by personal equipment, passengers and spe-
cial equipment. The installation of special equipment increases 
the tare weight of the vehicle and reduces the payload by the 
specified weight values.

Your Dethleffs dealer.


